
Dear players, 
 
Thank you for joining the Easter Online Scrabble Challenge 2022 organised by the 
Hong Kong Scrabble Players Association. Please note the following arrangements 
for the tournament. 
 
Permitted aids 
Players in the Secondary (Novice) Division may refer to the CSW21 2- and 3-letter 
word list for their reference at all times during the tournament, while players in the 
Secondary (Open) Division may refer to the CSW21 Initiation Kit during the 
tournament. 
 
Monitoring protocols 
We will follow the same monitoring protocols as international events like WESPA 
Championship and the ASTAR Scrabble Challenge International. 
 
Players are advised to conduct their matches on a computer and are required to 
share the following three things with the invigilator: 
1. The computer screen 
2. A camera showing the full face of the participant, preferably a webcam 
3. A camera showing the hand of the participant from a side angle, preferably 

your mobile phone 
You will be required to create the links on obs.ninja and share the links with us on 
the event day. We suggest you test your equipment a few days in advance. We will 
also allow you to test your sharing links with us half hour before the tournament 
begins. Please follow the enclosed guideline, which is extracted from the guideline 
for the WESPA Youth Cup 2021. 
 
Woogles tournament room 
We will play in a designated room for the event: 
https://woogles.io/tournament/hkeaster22 
 
No tournament games shall be played outside the room, while no practice games 
shall be played inside this room. 
 
You are not required to report your score as we will extract and input your score 
directly after you complete the game. 
 

https://woogles.io/tournament/hkeaster22


Event Coverage 
The event coverage pages are here: 
Secondary (Novice): 
https://events.hkscrabble.org/results/20220416_easter_sn/index 
Secondary (Open): https://events.hkscrabble.org/results/20220418_easter_so/index 
 
Players who are assigned to start first should send the match request to the 
opponent. As Woogles will randomly assign the first and second player of the 
game, the player who sends the request may not be the one playing first in the 
game. Please follow the first/second assignment by Woogles. 
 
Registration your attendance 
You are required to type your displayed name (e.g. Peter CHAN Tai Ming) in the 
chat box on Woogles on your arrival. If you are going to be late, please advise us as 
soon as possible or you will be removed from the pairing system. 
 
Closing Ceremony 
The closing ceremony will be conducted online. Links to the video conferencing 
platform will be sent out via the chat box on Woogles on the day. 
 
Please let us know if you have any queries. We wish you a pleasant online Scrabble 
experience. 
 
Best regards, 
Hong Kong Scrabble Players Association 

https://events.hkscrabble.org/results/20220416_easter_sn/index
https://events.hkscrabble.org/results/20220418_easter_so/index

